Western saddle parts diagram

Western saddle accessories like saddle fenders are items that allow you to add the features that
you want to your Western saddle. Western saddle accessories are available from top Western
brands at prices that can't be beaten. We carry top brands like Tough-1 , Abetta or
Professionals Choice. Western trail and pleasure saddles are our most popular style of western
saddle. We carry saddle covers are our most popular style of western saddle. We carry saddle
covers to keep your saddle clean and dry while in storage. No matter what you are looking for in
the line of western horse tack , HorseLoverZ has something to fill that need from Western
stirrup leathers to saddle fenders. All Rights Reserved. Not Responsible For Typographical
Errors. No Limit. View Your Cart Checkout. Deal Of The Day a new deal everyday. Usually Ships
in. Price Range. Special Deals. Western Saddle Accessories Western saddle accessories like
saddle fenders are items that allow you to add the features that you want to your Western
saddle. Show Only Images. Quick Help Need Help? Flash Sales only last 24 hours. The seat of
the saddle is one of the most important reasons why we stick to name brand American
manufacturers. If you've never had a long trail ride on a poorly constructed seat, well, we hope
you never do. Just like a poorly made saddle tree will create a testy horse, a badly constructed
seat produces a testy rider. Every seat begins with a "ground seat" that is attached to the tree of
the saddle. The ground seat is both curved and a bit sloped, both to match the pelvic tilt of the
rider. High-quality saddles have curved ground seats; low-quality saddles have flat ground
seats that are about as comfortable as riding a two by four. The seat slope is the gentle angle
that the seat takes from the pommel, beck to the cantle. Your weight will mainly rest at the
lowest point, which is why slope is pretty important to how comfortable you'll be. However, the
slope is determined by both preference and function. Cutting and roping saddles, for example,
have hardly any slope because the rider is moving so much in the saddle and any slope would
probably cause pelvic pain. If you're just buying a trail riding saddle, however, the slope of the
saddle is up to your preference. Some riders think that the best slope is flatter because it allows
them to sit with more balance. Soft or hard? Whether you prefer a padded seat or hard seat is,
again, just a preference. A well-made saddle will feel comfortable whether there is padding on
the seat or not. Seat material Seats are most often made out of leather. Grainout leather or
suede seats allow the rider a better grip in the saddle and are usually used for cutting and barrel
racing saddles. Seat size Saddles come in a variety of seat sizes. The size of a seat is measured
between the bottom of the horn to the top of the cantle. How do you know what seat size is right
for you? As a good starting point, you can look at our chart here. Seat size, however, is not the
only factor in how a saddle will feel. Not every inch saddle will feel the same. As discussed
above, the slope and curve of the ground seat affect the feel as well as the angle of the cantle
and fork of the saddle. If you're between sizes, we recommend that you go with the larger size.
It's better to have a little more room than not enough, although some riders do prefer a tighter
fit. Parts of the saddle The seat. Seat slope The seat slope is the gentle angle that the seat takes
from the pommel, beck to the cantle. English Saddles. Western Wear. The first image shows the
parts of a saddle while the saddle is on a saddle stand. We thought some of the parts might be a
bit difficult to see, so the second photo shows a few of the same parts while the saddle is on a
horse. Image 2: These are some of the same parts of a saddle as shown above, but they're
easier to see in this photo. Also shown is the front cinch and breast collar, which weren't shown
in the first photo. Below is a brief description of the parts of a Western saddle. They are in
order, more or less, from the top of the saddle to the bottom. Top CowboyWay. Below are the
parts of a Western saddle shown on two illustrated photos. What Are Chestnuts and Ergots?
What Are Cowboy Chinks? What Are Ermine Spots? What Are Horns? What Are Horse Blood
Marks? What Are Horse Whiskers? What Are Leads? What Are Saddle Rigging Positions? What
Are Some Fencing Options? What Are Slobber Straps? What Are Wolf Teeth? What Is A Bosal?
What Is Deworming Your Horse? What Is A Domain Name? Why would I need one for my farm or
ranch even if I don't have or want a website? What Is Freeze Branding? What Is Freeze Branding
What Is A Galvayne's Groove? What Is A Headstall? What Is Hermann Oak Leather? What Is
Larvicidal De-Worming? What Is The Flying Gallop? What Is A Nord Fork? What Is Rotational
Grazing? What Is A Spur Ledge? Search Search CowboyWay. As an Amazon Associate I earn
from qualifying purchases. Please read my disclaimer for additional details. The western saddle
is a marvelous creation. It is designed specifically for western riding. The western saddle was
originally designed to withstand long trail rides, ranch work, and rough handling. When you
look at the combination of form and function, you can see that the western saddle is truly a
work of art. Many western saddles even have intricate artwork and decoration to stand out in
competitions. The design of a western saddle is very complex. Every part of the western saddle
serves a purpose and is extremely important to its use. All equestrians should know the
different parts of a saddle, understand what their purpose is, and know how to determine what
design and size of saddle they need to ride their horse efficiently. The information provided here

will help you learn more about each part of the western saddle and its purpose. The beginning
of each saddle starts with the tree. The majority of western saddle trees are created using wood
wrapped with rawhide, but some are covered in fiberglass instead of rawhide. The trees of
saddles differ according to what kind of western saddle is being designed. The gullet must be
formed just right so that it fits the size and shape of the horse that will be wearing it. If it is the
wrong fit, it will cause discomfort to the horse. When the saddle sits on the horse, there should
be a tunnel that forms beneath the swell and the height of the gullet above the withers should
be somewhere around the width of 2 to 4 fingers. Every western saddle has a horn, making it
one of the key ways to distinguish western saddles from English ones. The horn is at the front
of the saddle and sits on top of the swell, also known as the pommel or fork. The horn serves a
few purposes, including stabilizing the rider when getting on or off the horse. It also provides a
place for the rider to attach a rope when roping a cow or other animal. The horn comes in a
variety of sizes depending on the purpose of the saddle and the comfort of the rider. For
example, roping saddles tend to have a larger horn to support a rope and other accessories.
Barrel racing saddles tend to have smaller horns that slant forward because the riders will lean
forward and often hold the horn for support. The horn is also an excellent tool for beginner
riders to help them feel safe and secure int he saddle! The swell, also called the pommel or the
fork, is the part of the saddle that sits on the front of the saddle at the base of the horn. It
connects the bars the two sides of the tree of the saddle and provides a level of protection when
riding. The swell helps keep the rider in the saddle if they are thrown forward and it gives them
something else to grab onto in scary situations. The swell also helps when moving a saddle or
putting it on a horse. Riders will grab the swell and the back of the saddle to lift it on the horse.
The seat sits behind the horn and is the place where the rider will sit when riding a horse. The
size and slope of the seat on a western saddle will determine the comfort level for each rider.
There are 3 different slopes including a high slope, a medium slope and a low slope. The most
comfortable saddle seats have a curved ground seat that serves as the base and helps make
them more comfy than flat seats. The seat is finished by adding layers of materials that improve
comfort for riders while also keeping them close to the horse. The finished seat can be hard or
soft, and both styles can be comfortable if the seat itself was designed properly. The cantle is
the back part of the saddle that extends out from the seat. It serves as the back portion of the
saddle seat and provides additional support to the rider. It can be higher or lower depending on
the design of the saddle and its purpose. The cantle, like the swell, helps to keep the rider in the
saddle. Some riders use the cantle to stabilize themselves when riding. The cantle also
stabilizes the bars at the back, like the swell does at the front. The skirt of the saddle is the large
piece of leather or other material â€” depending on the saddle â€” that sits underneath the seat
of the saddle. It is a type of barrier that typically has sheepskin or another cushioning material
that protects the horse and helps to keep the horse pads in place. The skirt also helps to
balance the saddle by distributing the weight evenly. The rigging is comprised of a few essential
pieces that attach the saddle to the horse â€” the cinch, 2 D-rings, the latigo and the off-billet
strap. The cinch, also known as the girth, secures the saddle to the horse and is positioned
towards the front of the saddle. The off-billet strap connects the cinch to the D-ring of the
saddle on one side while the latigo attaches the cinch on the other side of the saddle through
the D-ring on that side. The rigging is a key component to all saddles and needs to be
connected correctly to the saddle to prevent accidents. The latigo keeper, also called the tie
strap, sits towards the front of the saddle near the swell or pommel. It has an opening where the
rider can place the slack from the latigo after tightening the rigging to the horse. It keeps the
latigo end from possibly getting hung up or hitting the horse when riding. The rear cinch, also
called the back cinch, sits towards the back of some western saddles and provides additional
security for the saddle. It keeps the back portion of the saddle from lifting when riding and this
helps to reduce some of the pressure the saddle puts on a horse. The rear cinch is meant to be
snug, but not loose or overly tightened. The rear cinch is connected to the saddle on each side
by a billet. The seat jockeys, also called the housing, on a western saddle are pieces of leather
that flair out from each side of the seat as well as at the rear. The jockeys serve to protect the
rigging from the legs and clothing of the rider and it provides a barrier to protect exposed
portions of the saddle tree. There is a pair of fenders on each western saddle. The fenders on a
western saddle are permanently attached. A stirrup is attached to the end of each fender. They
allow the rider to mount the horse easily and they provide added support when they ride the
horse. Stirrups can be basic or oversized, depending on the size of boot the rider wears. The
breastplate, also called the breast collar, is often purchased separately from the saddle, but it is
an integral part of the western saddle and serves a valuable purpose. The breastplate attaches
to each side of the front of the saddle and wraps around the chest of the horse. It helps to keep
the saddle from sliding backwards or from side to side as the horse is being ridden. The

breastplate also provides additional security to the saddle, preventing it from sliding under the
horse if the cinch breaks loose. The western saddle is complex and not only provides comfort
for the rider, but also added stability and security. All of the individual parts come together to
form a safe, dependable and visually appealing saddle that can last a lifetime. Join our mailing
list to receive the latest updates as well as get access to the FREE resource library! I've owned
horses for 25 years and have a particular love for gentling wild horses. I write these articles to
help others learn more about horses. If you enjoyed the article please take a moment to pin it to
Pinterest or share on social media. It really does help! Check out my about page for more
detailed information. Sharing is caring! Share Tweet Pin Reddit. Table of Contents. An English
Saddle. Related Horse Photography Tips. Learn more about the parts of a saddle. Saddles are
actually very complex creations that can be handcrafted and customized to fit each unique
horse and rider pair. Part of this understanding comes from knowing about the design and the
parts of the saddle. Saddles can be broken up into three areas: the pommel, the seat, and the
cantle. Think of these simply as the front, middle, and back of the saddle. So, the pommel is the
front of your saddle. The seat of a saddle , as can be expected, is where you sit. This part is
wider than the pommel, and it is often cushioned with foaming to make it more comfortable. The
seat is also where the stirrup leathers and the girth attach to the saddle. But, more on that later.
The cantle of the saddle is the back of it. This part also slopes upward, to give the rider more
support in the saddle. It is the widest part of the saddle. Cantles are also frequently adorned
with brass or silver nameplates. A saddle can either be duo-flap or mono-flap. A duo-flap has
two flaps attached to the seat. A mono-flap saddle has only one flap, with the billets attached at
the bottom of this flap. A much shorter girth must be used with mono-flaps and attached to the
billets below the flap. Nearly as important as the saddle itself are the pieces of tack that attach
to it. These pieces include the stirrup leathers, the stirrups, grab straps, croup straps, girths,
breastplates, and martingales. The stirrup leathers attach to the seat and provide a strap with
which to attach stirrups to the saddle. There are many different kinds of stirrups; stirrups with
spikes to help with grip, stirrups with extra joints for mobility, and even some stirrups that are
made out of plastic. Some saddles have D-rings that allow a rider to attach either a grab strap or
a croup strap. A grab strap is a small, leather strap that goes from one side of the pommel to the
other. The purpose of a grab strap is to give the rider somewhere to grab onto when working on
the stability of their hands. Grab-straps are most commonly used in dressage, but they are also
helpful when teaching a young or new rider about balance and hand position. Think of them like
breastplates for when saddles slide forward, not backward. There is a truly impressive variety of
girths that can be used. Girths can be leather, cotton, synthetic, rope , or even rubber. Different
girths serve different purposes. Frequently, thin leather girths or thin synthetic girths are seen
in the hunter ring. The purpose of this is for the tack to look as minimal as possible, so that
attention is not drawn away from the horse. Common in any almost any ring is a breastplate or
martingale. Breastplates can either be the standard three-point or the eventing five-point. A
three-point breastplate has three points of contact with a saddle. It attaches to both sides of the
pommel of the saddle and the girth. A five-point breastplate has five points of contact with a
saddle. It attaches to both sides of the pommel, the girth, and two of the billets. Their purpose is
to prevent a horse from throwing its head up too high, which can prove dangerous to both
horse and rider. There are two types of martingale: standing and running. As you can see, there
are many parts to a saddle! I hope this helped you better understand the different parts of a
saddle. If so, please share this article. Table of Contents. Related Posts. At the outset,
understanding the various parts of the Western Saddle seems outrageous. Yet collectively, they
fulfill the same purpose: entertain a comfortable ride. Where the English saddles have equally
dominated the industry, seasoned equestrians vote in favor of the Western saddle. This has
partly to do with comfort and mostly to with their intricate build. It is mostly handmade. Parts of
a western saddle tree include the fork, the cantle, two bars that join them both, and the horn
erected over the fork. The fork and cantle work to keep the rider comfortable by providing front
and back support to the pelvic and pubic area. The seat is where the riders sit. It is fixed directly
above the two bars of the tree and is usually made up of foam and leather or synthetic. Initially
used to hold the lasso, the horn also help in mounting and dismounting. The fork acts as a
connector to the two bars and as a support to the rider. Here is where the fenders come into
play. Other than keeping the pants clean, they also ensure a frictionless and swift rider leg
movement. Rigging is essentially a set of D-rings, cinch-straps, cinch AKA western saddle girth
, latigo, and billets. The saddle strings are sometimes used for rigging horse winter blankets but
usually are among the decorative saddle parts. Parts of a western bridle include a headset of
straps and reins the whip-like strings. The reins give the rider control to steer the horse. The
difference between western and English reins is that of ambidexterity and single-handedness. In
the west, riders go by single-handedness, whereas in English culture, ambidexterity is

prevalent. This step-by-step complex making of horse saddles explains why they are an
expensive horse-related purchase. So, should you buy them? A little research will prove that
most comfortable horse saddles are usually variants of the western horse saddles. The second
thing is the purpose. The western saddles fulfil a broader and more frequent purpose of horse
riding, which is entertainment. An experienced equestrian would agree that English saddles are
more technical to ride. They require a deeper interaction with the horse and its spine, whereas
the western saddle seats you deep, nice, and tight, thus being better for a beginner. While you
might have different priorities when buying a horse saddle, the western saddle is more
comfortable and is better for most purposes. The next step is to look for the following in your
saddle so that your ride is comfortable and purposeful! You may also want to take a look at our
guide on all the types of Western saddles. And while synthetic saddles vary in styles and
colors, leather saddles only restrict to browns and blacks. So, be sure to set your priorities
before buying. Do you want a cheaper and stylish one? Do you want a dull yet long-lasting one?
Answer these before purchasing. Once you have the accurate size, ensure the right way to rig
the saddle and fit it on your horse. While the fit mainly depends on your horse riding pants , it
has to do with the horse saddle too. Be sure to select the right western saddle seat for your
discipline. So, a quick research on your discipline will tell you which one to go for. This
depends on your market research. While both can serve the purpose well, if a saddle fits your
horse well, is affordable, and is durable â€” buy it regardless of new or used. Occasionally, you
might also find some good western saddle parts for sale. In this case, you can visit a
saddle-maker and have a more customized saddle made, too. That said, we can safely say we
now know a thing or two about the horse saddles. The first thing to hit your mind once you
mount a western saddle is that your hips feel good against the cantle. This is also the first thing
you should avoid. Deep means the seat must be deep between the fork and the cantle to seat
you comfortably and firmly, disallowing you to fall. Strong means the saddle must be rigged
strongly enough to keep it fixed to the horse if the mare chooses to go all ballistic. Trail riding is
the horseback riding along the natural trails e. It is a form of pleasure riding. So, pleasure and
amusement require the horse saddle to be comfy, secure, and well fit for both the rider and the
horse which the Jacksonville Trail Saddle is. Then look for the build quality and finishing. Do
you see neatness and a strong build? If it is, study the brand and see how the market has
responded. This should give you a better idea about the saddle in question. You can inspect the
fleece from the underside of the saddle. This means that the saddle is fit only if it fits both
simultaneously. Fulfil this essential requirement, and there are good chances for the rest of the
saddle to fit well naturally. This is a possibility when the saddle is smaller than it should be. The
right saddle size can help you ensure the best fit. There are three things you can ensure here,
number one being distance from the fork. Your crotch and the fork should be about inches
apart. Sitting posture matters more than saddle fitness. Horse riding has to be fun, be sure not
to make it too expensive for yourself to forget the fun part. Keep your saddle purchase
affordable, and choose it wisely. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Skip to content At the outset,
understanding the various parts of the Western Saddle seems outrageous. Parts of the Western
Saddle Source: Equinewellnessmagazine. Here they a
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re. The Seat The seat is where the riders sit. Rigging Rigging is essentially a set of D-rings,
cinch-straps, cinch AKA western saddle girth , latigo, and billets. Saddle Strings The saddle
strings are sometimes used for rigging horse winter blankets but usually are among the
decorative saddle parts. Reins and Bridle Related although, not directly to the western saddle
are reins and the bridle. Entertainment not as in racing and sports, but amusement â€” for
example, trail riding. What is the proper way to sit in a western saddle? What is the best saddle
for a beginner rider? What is the most comfortable saddle for trail riding? How do you know if a
saddle is of good quality? How do I know if my western saddle fits? There are two aspects to
western saddle fitting: the horse and the rider. What is the proper way to sit on a saddle? Once
the saddle is well in place, you can look forward to a smooth and excellent ride! Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.

